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WINE BY THE GLASS / HALF BOTTLE
CAP CLASSIQUE (GLASS)
Western Cape

L’ORMARINS BRUT CLASSIQUE ROSÉ NV

95

Franschhoek

BOSCHENDAL BRUT CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR NV

90

WHITE WINES (187ML CARAFFE)
Cape Town
Hemel-en-Aarde
Valley
Stellenbosch
France
Tulbagh
Western Cape
Stellenbosch

KC SAUVIGNON BLANC 2017 BY KLEIN CONSTANTIA

60

ATARAXIA SAUVIGNON BLANC 2020

85

WARWICK THE FIRST LADY CHARDONNAY 2020

70

JEAN CLAUDE MAS CHARDONNAY 2019

80

SARONSBERG EARTH IN MOTION WHITE 2020

50

SIMONSIG GEWÜRZTRAMINER 2019

70

SIMONSIG CHENIN BLANC 2017

50

RED WINES (187ML CARAFFE)
WARWICK THE FIRST LADY CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018

70

BOSCHENDAL 1685 MERLOT 2018

80

SIMONSIG PINOTAGE 2017

80

PAUL CLUVER VILLAGE PINOT NOIR 2019

80

Tulbagh

SARONSBERG PROVENANCE SHIRAZ 2018

75

Tulbagh

SARONSBERG SEISMIC 2017

80

Stellenbosch
Western Cape
Stellenbosch
Elgin

Franschhoek
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RUPERT & ROTHSCHILD CLASSIQUE 2015

125
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CHAMPAGNE
Épernay

Reims

Mareuil Sur Ay

Reims

Épernay

Reims

Épernay

Reims

Mareuil Sur Ay

Épernay

Reims
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MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL NV

1 350

G.H. MUMM NV

1 350

BILLECART-SALMON BRUT RESERVE - NV

1 650

VEUVE CLICQUOT BRUT YELLOW LABEL NV

1 600

MOËT & CHANDON NECTAR IMPÉRIAL NV (SEMI SWEET)

1 600

G.H. MUMM DEMI SEC NV

1 600

MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL ROSÉ

1 500

VEUVE CLICQUOT RICH NV

2 200

BILLECART-SALMON BRUT ROSÉ NV

2 200

DOM PERIGNON 2009

4 500

LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL 2009

9 000

Elegant, sophisticated from a prestigious Champagne House.

An explosion of freshness in the mouth, followed by strong persistence.
The complex aromas of fresh fruit and caramel perpetuate the intensity.
The Brut Réserve is a light, ﬁne and harmonious champagne. Its blend is made
with Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Pinot Meunier from three different years,
sourced from the best sites in the Champagne region. Elegant with ﬂoral notes
and aromas of fresh fruit such as ripe pear.
This Champagne reﬂects the superb vineyards we own and the consistent nature
of our House style.
Lively and generous Nectar Impérial distinguishes itself by its tropical fruitiness,
its richness on the palate and its crisp ﬁnish, that instantly surprise and delight.
Aromas of peach and pear jam, nougat, and fruit jelly, with fragrances of honey
and gingerbread developing into notes of dried fruit.
A lively, intense bouquet of red fruits of wild strawberry, raspberry, cherry and
ﬂoral nuances of rose with a slight hint of pepper.
The fruit aromas have been boosted to sensational new levels. Veuve Clicquot’s
signature Pinot Noir is given a new versatility with the higher dosage, while the
greater presence of Meunier emphasizes fresh, fruity, gourmand notes.
The production secrets and the viniﬁcation method of this cuvée go back to the
origins of the House of Billecart-Salmon and have been handed down for seven
generations. The Brut Rosé is a blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Meunier and Pinot
Noir viniﬁed as red wine.
Rich and concentrated. Aroma of toasted almonds and dry ﬁg and peaches on
palate.
Full complex wine that is both rich and powerful, whilst remaining a great
classic.
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CAP CLASSIQUE
Western Cape

BOSCHENDAL BRUT NV

360

Franschhoek

BOSCHENDAL DEMI SEC NV

360

Franschhoek

L’ORMARINS BRUT CLASSIQUE NV

390

Franschhoek

L’ORMARINS BRUT CLASSIQUE ROSÉ NV

390

Tulbagh

KRONE NIGHT NECTAR DEMI VINTAGE DEMI-SEC 2019

430

Tulbagh

SARONSBERG BRUT 2017

450

KEN FORRESTER SPARKLEHORSE 2017

450

RIDGEBACK VIOGNIER MCC 2015

550

MORGENSTER CUVÉE ALESSANDRA 2016

600

KLEIN CONSTANTIA BRUT 2017

660

Western Cape

GRAHAM BECK PINOT NOIR ROSÉ 2015

660

Western Cape

GRAHAM BECK CUVÉE CLIVE 2015

Stellenbosch

Paarl

Stellenbosch

Constantia
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Palest seductive blush-pink; luxurious, reﬁned and refreshingly dry.

A ﬂourish of delicate bubbles brings forth the decadent crème brûlée and almond
Biscotti deliciousness, balanced with alluring lemon cream and orange peel to
ﬁnish with vibrant freshness and length.
Constant stream of ﬁne bubbles. Appealing aroma of candied apple, citrus pith
and light ﬂinty, limestone nuance. Distinctly fruity white peach and apple entry.
Good vibrancy and crisp crunch of acidity to balance the ripe fruitiness. Rounded,
creamy, broad and textured in the mouth. Elegant and statuesque. Its long
aftertaste ﬁnishes on a light lemon zest note.
Attractive delicate salmon pink hue in appearance. Delicious whiffs of charming
raspberry and strawberry aromas vie with a peppery spice nuance on the nose.
The palate is vivid with lively bubbles of bright red berries and a crisp acidity.
Providing equilibrium are rich, creamy lees notes and toasted biscuit ﬂavours
from its secondary fermentation in bottle. Delightfully playful yet serious with
good structure, length and a clean, focused ﬁnish.
Lustrous lemon. Lifted and generous, aromatics of honeysuckle, apple blossom,
the scent of baking golden apples. Magisterial in its detail, plush and a little
wicked. Pure, clean stone fruits, peach and nectarine, an abundance of classic
lemon drop and nuances of ginger spice.
The wine has a translucent colour with a slight green edge and a prominent
mousse. Delicate ﬂavours of toasted biscuit, creamy lees and fresh apple end with
a long, elegant, dry ﬁnish.

Made by the Cap Classique or traditional method, this wine aged for 7 months on
lees and 24 months sur lattes to develop a creaminess and delicate mousse while
still maintaining bright, fresh apple, pear and quince aromas.
This unique, bottle fermented, Viognier Cap Classique offers elegant notes of
fresh citrus rind and biscotti which are complemented by a rich, creamy midpalate
and delicately ﬁne mousse.
Morgenster Cuvée Alessandra 2016 is full-ﬂavoured and produced in the
traditional Cap Classique style. Soft, lingering mousse with a very ﬁne persistent
bubble. There is a great expression of Cabernet Franc fruit in a sweeter style even
though no dosage was added. Fullness and an impressive length of stay on the
palate with great wood integration.

Light and vibrant in appearance. The nose shows toasted brioche characters with
ripe citrus aromas. A ﬁne and delicate mousse on the palate is supported by rich
buttery ﬂavours. Crisp on entry, the wine concludes with long zesty ﬁnish

The delightful salmon pink hue perfectly complements the delicious strawberry
fruit ﬂavours. Savour the light yeasty aromas, good freshness on the nose and
rich creamy complexity on the palate. Fine mousse and a great length of ﬂavour
round off this blushing stunner.

A complex, rich and powerful, yet superbly reﬁned Cap Classique which intrigues
the senses from start to ﬁnish. Ripe citrus aromas and a touch of lime zest are
supported by apricot, apple and toasted almond nuances. The piercing acidity,
balanced by the intricate texture and delightfully small bubbles, makes for a taste
experience which leaves the palate begging for more.

1 250
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SPARKLING WINES / PROSECCO
MEANDER MOSCATO D’ASTI NV

320

STEENBERG SPARKLING SAUVIGNON BLANC NV

330

LAMBRUSCO AMABILE SWEET SPARKLING RED NV

350

MATEUS ROSÉ NV

450

Italy

VALDO PROSECCO EXTRA DRY NV

450

Italy

VALDO ICE NV

500

Breedekloof

Constantia

Italy

Portugal
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A ﬂamboyantly ﬁzzy, sweet wine with delicious mouthwatering ﬂavours.

This Sparkling Sauvignon Blanc is made to be fun, fruity and fresh. The nose
is full and intense with aromas of granadilla, summer melons and a hint of
lime. The palate is light and smooth yet with a zippy acidity to lift the tropical
ﬂavours of pineapple, pear and guava.
The froth is evanescent with a violet color and continuous perlage. Its color
is a brilliant ruby red, the perfume is fruity with ﬂowery notes and the taste is
sweet and harmonious.
Mateus Sparkling Brut Rosé has a beautiful, pale, rose petal pink colour, with
light hues of salmon. The copious bubbles are extremely ﬁne and the resulting
delicate mousse, persistent. Reﬁned and crisp with ﬂoral nuances, this wine
has pleasing aromas of apples, pears and raspberries and subtle notes of
toasted bread which interplay with a fresh and lively acidity, providing an
aromatic and delicate ﬁnish.
Its very ﬁne and fruity aroma ranges from ﬂoral to green apple scents with
a persistent taste, it is bright and harmonious and has an agreeably sweet
aftertaste.
An intense, fruity nose that is slightly aromatic, with nuances ranging from
apple to apricot and mixed fruit salad. A persistent and rounded palate, slightly
vivaceous, and with a pleasant, sweetish ﬁnish.
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WHITE
WINE

SAUVIGNON BLANC
KC SAUVIGNON BLANC 2019 BY KLEIN CONSTANTIA

220

PAUL CLUVER 2020

260

BOSCHENDAL 1685 2018

290

ATARAXIA 2020

330

Franschhoek

LA MOTTE PIERNEEF 2019

360

New Zealand

KIA ORA 2019

450

KLEIN CONSTANTIA METIS 2017

660

Cape Town

Elgin

Franschhoek

Hemel-en-Aarde

Constantia

Sancerre
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The KC Sauvignon Blanc is light, fresh and easy to drink with all the
sophistication and ﬁnesse that Klein Constantia has to offer.
Fresh, expressive granadilla, grapefruit, gooseberry and blackcurrant on the
nose and palate.
An abundance of tropical fruit ﬂavours with hints of lime and green ﬁg. A
melange of yellow and green tropical fruits with hints of citrus. A soft, full-bodied
wine with a harmonious palate and coated acidity adding to the zesty, mineral
ﬁnish. Good balance between acidity and structure, with a persistent lingering
length.
This wine favours individuality and minerality ahead of pure, pungent fruit, but
still shows assertive spice, herbs, lemon zest, gooseberry and grassy aromas.
The wine is thiol-driven, with especially citrus ﬂavours. There are also green
pepper and Cape gooseberry ﬂavours in the background. The palate is very
elegant, with a mineral ﬁnish.
The nose shows delicate ﬂoral elements, grapefruit, stone fruit and limes along
with subtle wood spice
Metis Sauvignon Blanc was inspired by Pascal Jolivet and his holistic approach
to winemaking in Sancerre. Using a unique and minimalistic approach to
winemaking, we were able to make a wine that shows the true expression of the
Constantia terroir.

GERARD FIOU 2013

This lightweight, fruity wine is very direct in its acidity and canteloupe ﬂavors.
Citrus cuts the richness, while a ﬁne chalky texture comes from the soil of the
region. It’s a wine to drink soon, fresh and packed with crisp fruits

1 050
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CHARDONNAY
DE WETSHOF LIMESTONE HILL 2020

240

WARWICK THE FIRST LADY 2020

270

JEAN CLAUDE MAS 2019

290

OAK VALLEY BENEATH THE CLOUDS 2019

320

HARTENBERG 2018

350

JORDAN BARREL FERMENTED CHARDONNAY 2019

500

Franschhoek

RUPERT & ROTHSCHILD BARONESS NADINE 2019

630

Stellenbosch

JORDAN NINE YARDS 2019

950

Robertson

Stellenbosch

France

Elgin

Stellenbosch

Stellenbosch

France

Walker Bay
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Heavy clay soils rich in limestone allow this Chardonnay to emit optimum varietal
expression in a cloak of rich complexity. An un-wooded wine, Limestone Hill has
notes of grapefruit and nuts, with the complexity balanced by a nuanced elegance
ending with a delicate ripeness
Green apple and pear ﬂavours jump out of the glass, followed by notes of
pineapple and grapefruit. Apple and lime notes follow on the palate with
creamy texture and a fresh citrus ﬁnish.
The nose smells beautiful notes of tropical fruits, nuts, citrus, with a touch of
vanilla.On the palate, the wine is full-bodied with hazelnuts and citrus with a
light vanilla tone.
The inviting nose reveals nectarines, white pear and almonds. The palate has
generous texture with loads of grapefruit and yellow peach ﬁnishing long with a
lemony acidity.
White pear, tropical fruits, vanilla and roasted almonds on the bouquet, marries
ﬂawlessly to a rich, melded palate.The subtle, integrated oak aromas contribute to
a long, creamy ﬁnish, underpinned by a rapier-like fresh acidity.
A variety of chardonnay clones planted on different slopes, harvested at different
ripening levels and all of it fermented and matured in French oak barrels.
These practices help to achieve natural balance and allows for different textural
components which we then blend to achieve ﬁnesse and complexity. Bold and
graceful with fragrances of lemon biscuit and overripe oranges.
A luminous white gold colour with delicate fragrances of honey blossom,
lemongrass, and white peach. The palate delivers ﬂavours of zesty lemon,
gooseberries, and raw almond slivers with a lingering ﬁnesse.
A rich, modern yet classically deﬁned style with full ﬂavours of clove ﬂower,
butterscotch and lime oil.

DOMAINE MARC MOREY & FILS RULLY 2012

1 200

CREATION THE ART OF CREATION 2018

2 200

Elegant aromas with a delicate minerality, tinged with peach scents. Well
balanced palate with a touch of orange zest on entry. Clean and pure with a citrus
ﬁnish.
The exclusive Art of Creation Chardonnay is even more complex, gaining its
intensity from a speciﬁc site within a single vineyard. Elegantly reﬁned in its
aromas of fresh lime and delicate quince, the wine is also gorgeously opulent with
whiffs of warm butterscotch and almond.
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CHENIN BLANC
Stellenbosch

Swartland

Coastal Region

France

Wellington

Stellenbosch
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SIMONSIG 2020

200

KLOOF STREET BY MULLINEUX 2020

300

THE BERNARD SERIES OLD VINE CHENIN BLANC 2017

490

DOMAINE DE LA TAILLE AUX LOUPS MONTLOUIS REMUS 2011

750

DOOLHOF RIVIERSTEEN 2017

850

The wine displays a bright straw colour with a green tinge. An expressive nose of
tropical and stone fruits make for a grand entrance. Layers of tropical fruits on
the palate with bursts of pear, melon and passion fruit. A delicate touch of lemon
is beautifully complimented by refreshing acidity. The Chenin blanc 2020 is a true
expression of Simonsig terroir.
This wine has a nose of sun ripened pears and wet granite. The palate has a
vibrant acidity balanced by a soft, round texture and some pithy character.
The wine has a fresh, mineral ﬁnish.
A luminescent gold wine with rambunctious ﬂeshy peach, passion fruit, honey
melon, papaya and pineapple fruit aromas layered with whiffs of oatmeal and
crushed wheat that follow through with lavish concentrated fruit ﬂavours from
the nose – powerful yet accommodating on the palate with discernible, yet seamless
and subtle spicy oak complexity. The riveting ﬁnish is fresh and intense with
tremendous length, making it a great wine for enjoyment with food.
The Remus combines remarkable density and richness with focus deriving from
the wine’s minerality and fruity acidity. It can be enjoyed young for the accessible
fruit– especially if decanted – or aged for many years which will bring out the
nuances of a great dry Chenin Blanc.
The vibrant nose of this wine reveals aromas of peaches, citrus, pears and slight
hints of sweet oak derived vanilla characters. These all pull together and follows
through beautifully on the palate and ensures a long and well balanced ﬁnish.

KEN FORRESTER THE FMC 2019

The pinnacle of what we consider to be the ﬁnest expression of the grapes of
this varietal – an icon chenin, a challenge to the world. Rich, layered with dried
apricot, vanilla and honey.

1 200
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OTHER WHITE VARIETALS
TERRA DEL CAPO PINOT GRIGIO 2020

190

Western Cap

SIMONSIG GEWÜRZTRAMINER 2019

280

Delle Venezie

ZENATO SOAVE CLASSICO 2018

300

Stellenbosch

THELEMA MUSCAT DE FRONTIGNAN - 2020

300

Durbanville

DIEMERSDAL GRÜNER VELTLINER 2020

300

MEINERT GERMAN JOB RIESLING 2016

300

SARONSBERG VIOGNIER - 2019

400

MARQUÉS DE RISCAL VERDEJO 2015

400

AVELEDA ALVARINHO 2019

450

MASTROBERARDINO FALANGHINA DEL SANNIO 2018

700

Western Cape

This wine has a brilliant, diamond bright attractive colour. Peach, nectarine and
stone fruit with a light brush of dust on the nose. The palate is light, vibrant and
succulent, packed with the same peach, nectarine and stone fruit ﬂavours. Easy to
drink with a subtle lemon zest vivacity and acidic freshness.
Attractive notes of Turkish delight and lime leaf entice on the nose. Intense
ﬂavours of litchi, rose petal and citrus coats the slightly sweet palate. Sweet
aromatics and spice are beautifully balanced by fresh acidity and ﬁnesse. A
delicious semi-sweet Gewürztraminer.
A fruity dry white wine, full bodied with an apple bouquet and a fresh crisp zippy
fruit palate and a hint of citrus.
This wine is made in an off-dry style and shows typical Muscat aromas of litchis,
rose petals and sweet fruit. It is a lovely fresh wine with good balance, making it
an irresistible quaffer.
A lemon-lime colour, inviting aromas of kiwi, stone fruit, and lime with
sweet melon, ripe pear, and white pepper note. A medium bodied wine, with
a concentrated palate and a long lingering mineral ﬁnish.

Elgin

Tulbagh

Rueda

A lovely fresh ﬂoral, lime, spanspek and slightly ﬂinty nose. On the palate,
the sugar and acid are well matched ensuring linearity and purity of fruit.
Lees contact has enhanced the texture balancing the crisp, fruity ﬁnish.
It’s an uncomplicated pleasure, especially in summer.
This wine is the ideal accompaniment to foods with subtle spicy aromas and
ﬂavours. Although it spent 11 months in oak we strive to produce a wine that is still
lively and fresh with varied and delicate ﬂavours, showcasing the subtleties and
ﬁnesse that Viognier is capable of.
Bright, straw-yellow colour. As you expect from the Verdejo variety, the wine shows
high aromatic intensity on the nose, with aromas of tropical fruit and also hints of
fennel and fresh ﬂoral. Fresh yet smooth on the palate with a slightly bitter ﬁnish
which is typical of the variety, giving it a long, pleasant ﬁnish. Overall it can be
enjoyed as a fresh, balanced wine.

Vinho Verde

With bold citric colours, Aveleda Alvarinho combines the rich body native to the
Alvarinho variety with the mineral and citric notes typical of the sub-region. A
well-structured white wine with delicious hints of passion fruit and white ﬂowers.
Campania, Italy

This falanghina, the star white of DOC Sannio, grows in volcanic sandy-loam
soils, and was fermented and rested brieﬂy in stainless to preserve the fresh fruit.
Almonds, wild citrus, quince glide along the slick palate, buffered by lees, and
lingering with a saline buzz.
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WHITE BLENDS
SARONSBERG EARTH IN MOTION WHITE 2020

190

HAUTE CABRIÈRE CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR 2020

260

AVELEDA VINHO VERDE - 2016

290

MULDERBOSCH FAITHFUL HOUND 2015

360

Swartland

MULLINEUX OLD VINES WHITE 2020

650

Swartland

EBEN SADIE PALLADIUS 2015

Tulbagh

Franschhoek

Portugal

Western Cape

The Earth in Motion has prominent tropical aromas with the Sauvignon Blanc
contributing delicate gooseberry, exotic fruit and a hint of minerality; the Chenin
Blanc provides white pear, litchi and ﬂoral notes. It is a clean, fresh wine with
ample body, a succulent fruit core and generous aftertaste.
Enjoy the freshness of Chardonnay with the body of Pinot Noir. Expect citrus
fruit underlined by a ﬁrm acidity, with an abundance of white peach, litchi and
red fruit on the nose.
Notes of white ﬂesh fruit, like apple and pear, harmonize in the mouth with a
persistent sensation of freshness.
Golden rich in appearance, the nose exudes fragrant aromas of ripe pears and
quince, with a subtle touch of caramelised pie-crust derived from the judicious
use of oak. The palate displays silky texture, no doubt from the use of ‘antique’
Semillon vineyards in Franschhoek, the oldest being planted in 1936. The barrel
matured Sauvignon Blanc lends a zesty, pithy character to the wine and accounts
for the lengthy, citric twist to the ﬁnish.
This is our signature expression of the texture and complexity of the Swartland. A
blend of Old Vine Chenin blanc with Mediterranean varieties, in 2020 this leads
to a ﬂoral fragrant wine, with crushed stones, blanched cinnamon and an enticing
nectarine and ﬂinty focus. The full, layered palate is balanced by a vibrant acidity
and ﬂavours of yellow grapefruit and hints of aromatic spice
From the outset the 2015 beamed complexity and the wine travels from very
mineral and salty aromas to bigger peach skin stone fruit aromas, then tapers
off into cordial lime and quince edge. The fruit never shows any real aspects of
full ripeness even though the grapes were picked at full ripeness. The aging
preserves the fresh aspects and it ﬁnishes razor sharp on the palate.

1 700

ROSÉ
Durbanville

DE GRENDEL 2020

200

Stellenbosch

WARWICK THE FIRST LADY 2020

230

MARIANA 2019

350

KEN FORRESTER SILVER ROSE 2020

375

Portugal

Stellenbosch
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An upfront bouquet of candyﬂoss and ripe, juicy strawberries greets the taster.
Hints of sweet passion fruit and litchi combine with ruby grapefruit zest and fresh
raspberries to deliver a slightly fuller mouthfeel and long aftertaste.
Beautiful ﬂoral notes, strawberries and cream, and raspberries burst out of the
glass. The palate is alive and creamy with a bone dry ﬁnish leaving you longing for
another glass.
Made from the regional varietals Touriga Nacional & Aragonez is this easygoing,
fruity, very fresh rosé. Showing bright red berries, and melon, this is a great heat
wave sipper.
I love it for all the red fruit ﬂavours, the strawberry, pomegranate, red berry fruit
and for the last few years we’ve experimented with a single vineyard rosé from
Grenache. So the intent was a delightful, softly pink, elegant fruit focused wine but
it had to have structure and body and a long ﬁnish on the palate.
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RED
WINE

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
WARWICK THE FIRST LADY 2018

270

Stellenbosch

MORGENSTER 2018

320

Stellenbosch

DE KLEINE WIJN KOÖP HEIMWEË 2019

375

Stellenbosch

JORDAN LONG FUSE 2018

450

Stellenbosch

BOSCHENDAL 2017

550

VERGELEGEN RESERVE 2014

900

Western Cape

Helderberg
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Deep dark fruits dominate the nose initially with blackberry compote, black plums
and dark chocolate onto dark berries follow on to the palate with dried herbs,
cassis and dark chocolate.
A delicious example of a young Cabernet. Rich red fruit ﬂavors abound; black
currants, cherries, and plums. Some classical Cabernet traits are already evident
in the lush, cassis concentrated fruit and capsicum, with eucalyptus mintiness
also playing a part.
This is a full-bodied wine with a deep, almost black colour. Lots of red and black
fruit ﬂavours infused with cherry and cassis and hints of coffee on the nose.
Progressive techniques such as overhead fermenters, pump-overs and gravity
ﬂow allow for the extraction of fully developed ﬂavours and soft ripe tannins
without compensating the tension and elegance captured from the various
Cabernet slopes. Here especially, the climate plays a signiﬁcant role to allow
great fruit expression and classic essences of cedar, brambles and toasted tobacco.
Aromas of ripe black cherry and cassis, pencil shavings, cigar box accents and
spice make an enticing entry and linger onto the palate, with chalky tannins and
a rich, textured mouthfeel also become noticeable. A well-structured and powerful
wine that offers a new discovery at every sip.
The wine is complex, showing blackcurrants, spice, ripe plums and attractive
wood aromas and ﬂavours. It is full and rich with prominent tannins that bodes
well for future ageing.

Stellenbosch

SIMONSIG THE GARLAND 2015

Stellenbosch

ZONNEBLOEM NEDERBURG AUCTION RESERVE 1966

The wine displays an inky black centre with a great density of colour. A bright
and youthful rim shows no signs of ageing. Alluring black berry fruit synergise
with perfumed potpourri notes, graphite pencil shavings and spicy cedar wood.
The fresh brambly fruit on the palate entry expands into multi layered ﬂavours
of black cherry on the mid-palate. Tannins carved to perfection. This beautiful
rounded Cabernet already displays complex characters of violets which is so true
to the Simonsberg terroir
Colour Intense dark red. Bouquet Aromas of blackcurrants, dark berries,
raspberries and oak spice. Palate A full-bodied, smoky Cabernet Sauvignon with
ripe plum and raspberry fruit ﬂavours and hints of cloves and oak spice. Excellent
integration of fruit and juicy tannins, with a lingering ﬁnish.

2 400

10 000
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MERLOT
BOSCHENDAL 1685 2018

290

Stellenbosch

RUSTENBERG 2018

330

Devon Valley

MEINERT 2017

450

Stellenbosch

THELEMA 2018

450

VERGELEGEN RESERVE 2015

630

MEERLUST 2016

750

HACIENDA ARAUCANO KAWIN RESERVA PRIVADA 2015

800

Western Cape

Helderberg

Stellenbosch

Chile
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Rich red cherry, blueberry and plum notes with a hint of dark chocolate. Good
fruit intensity. Rich red cherry plum and pronounced ripe mulberry ﬂavours. An
elegant cool-climate style of wine with intensity of fruit and length. Good natural
balance between primary fruit aromas, colour and structure extraction, rounded
and integrated by subtle oak ageing from larger 300-litre barrels.
Rich aromas of blackberries, cassis, eucalyptus and dark chocolate follow
through to a smooth palate that is both balanced and well-rounded with
ﬁne grained tannins.
Fresh, rich brick red colour. Dried herbs and ripe berries. Quite a heady nose.
No doubt it will settle some more. A gentle wine with a soft round middle and
a ﬁrm crisp ﬁnish.
The wine shows bright, red fruit and hints of spice on the nose, with concentrated
ﬂavours on the palate and soft, polished tannins. Hints of dark chocolate complete
this wonderfully balanced wine.
Ripe plum colour with a ruby rim. The nose shows ripe fruit ﬂavours, black
cherries, plum, spice and a touch of chocolate. The ripeness of the fruit is
balanced by fresh fruit acidity with soft wood and fruit tannins. The aftertaste is
long and lasting.
The dark fruit and opulence of the wine is immediately apparent. We have been
reﬁning the viticulture to produce more balanced, ﬂavourful fruit. Intense dark
brambly fruit on the nose, mulberry, liquorice and damson plum with hints of
dark chocolate and spice, tempered by a stony minerality. The medium-full bodied
palate offers generous, ripe, pure Merlot fruit with refreshing acidity, structured
yet silky tannins and pronounced length and minerality
Shiny cherry red. Young nose marked by red fruits (cherry, strawberries). Fresh,
silky mouth. Pleasant and sweet tannins
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SHIRAZ
SARONSBERG PROVENANCE 2018

290

VERGELEGEN PREMIUM 2018

360

KAAPZICHT 2018

450

ONERIC SHIRAZ 2011

550

Stellenbosch

HARTENBERG 2017

600

Stellenbosch

KEVIN ARNOLD 2016

660

Tulbagh

SARONSBERG - 2018

700

Tulbagh

Helderberg

Stellenbosch

Elgin

Swartland

Stellenbosch

The soft textured tannins, full-bodied mouth-feel and silken ﬁnish lends itself as
a platform for a heady mix of red berry and black fruit ﬂavours combined with
ﬂoral notes and fynbos nuances.
Dark ruby with violets, spice, chocolate and black berry fruit on the nose.
The palate shows a balanced acidity, with rich tannins and a long clean fruit
dominated aftertaste.
Deep purple core, with a ruby rim. The wine opens with sweet ﬂoral perfumes,
developing further to reveal wild bramble, mulberry, spicy rhubarb and liquorice.
The palate is generous and juicy, but also quite focused and elegant, with
harmonious, well integrated oak, and a clean, appetizing and long ﬁnish
A nose of pure opulence. Deep purple fruit, leather, cherry, tobacco leaf and a
hint of blackcurrant ﬁnished off, elegantly, with white pepper and star anise.
Initially the nose shows an abundance of black fruits and sweet spice aromas,
later opening up to a more savoury, umami character. The palate continues this
proﬁle with enchanting, voluptuous biltong ﬂavours and ﬁne, grippy tannins that
allow for a lingering spicy ﬁnish.
Concentrated red and dark fruit with warm earthy aromatics can be found in this
Stellenbosch Shiraz, accompanied by plum fruit and leather spice undertones.
The wine has a deep, dark purple colour with succulent ripe fruit ﬂavours
supported by expressive yet delicate ﬂoral notes and scents of violets and spice.
The mouth-feel has depth and clarity of fruit with integrated oak ﬂavours. Finely
crafted tannins and a beautiful layered fruity ﬁnish.

PORSELEINBERG 2017

1 800

DE TRAFFORD 393 2013

1 900

Ripe but restrained, red fruit and spice leaning more to the cooler spectrum. Very
mineral and cool on the palate with lots of fruit and a present tannin giving it the
purity and fresh sense that is the trademark of the Porseleinberg soils. Very good
indication of the growing conditions and the vintage which will deﬁnitely evolve
very well with time in bottle.
Medium deep purple red colour. Forthcoming spicy, blueberry fruit, herbal
(fynbos) notes and white pepper on the nose. Great intensity and complexity,
though in a lighter, more lifted style than usual and similar to the 2007. Palate
also shows more elegant, ﬁrmer tannins with more mineral notes dominating.

PINOTAGE
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Franschhoek

BELLINGHAM HOMESTEAD SERIES 2019

250

Stellenbosch

SIMONSIG 2018

290

Stellenbosch

KANONKOP KADETTE 2019

330

Stellenbosch

BEYERSKLOOF RESERVE 2017

400

Devon Valley

MEINERT PRINTER’S INK 2017

450

Tulbagh

RIJK'S PRIVATE CELLAR 2015

650

An intense dark red middle with a ruby red rim plotting sweet spices, plums and
mulberries with hints of vanilla on the nose. Hints of ripe and juicy raspberry,
strawberry and black cherry ﬂavours are supported by well-integrated oak spice
on the palate with an exciting tannin structure.
This wine displays a vibrant crimson red colour. A wonderful dark berry perfume
with subtle notes of liquorice and sweet spice ﬁlls the glass. On the palate you pick
up raspberry, black cherry and strawberry compote. A zippy acidity and soft well
rounded tannins make sure that this is a very quaffable wine.
Attractive crimson hues, with scented aromas of red currants, strawberry conﬁt
and dried rose petals. The palate is medium-bodied and opulent, with ﬁnely
textured tannins and ﬂavours of red pastille sweets, bright cherries and a hint of
spice. The acidity is in balance with the fruit and wood components, and adds a
sparkle of freshness to the alluring red berry ﬂavours on the ﬁnish.
Blackberry and plum ﬂavours upon entry with the light hints of cedar oak aromas
from Barrel maturation. A wine with excellent balance. A long juicy aftertaste.
This wine will pair well with any spicy curries or any lamb on the braai. Enjoy
upon release, but will develop well for up to 10 years.
Medium structure with a rich, full-bodied yet elegant mid-palate and a clean
fresh ﬁnish. Enjoy with ostrich tartare, venison kebabs on rooibos noodles
and surprisingly, when slightly chilled, with sushi or seared tuna. Ageing
potential: approximately 10 years.
This dark red coloured wine has elegant red fruit aromas of cherry, strawberry
and cranberry on the nose.
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PINOT NOIR
HAUTE CABRIÈRE UNWOODED 2020

270

Elgin

PAUL CLUVER VILLAGE 2020

320

Elgin

OAK VALLEY SOUNDS OF SILENCE 2020

395

CREATION 2018

500

DE WETSHOF NATURE IN CONCERT 2017

750

Franschhoek

Walker Bay

Robertson

Walker Bay

Enjoy an abundance of red berries. This wine is best served slightly chilled and is
the perfect red wine to enjoy in the summer.
Beautiful aromas of red fruits intermingle with roasted spices followed by a
delicious, elegant silky palate of cherries and poached ripe plums resulting in a
medium bodied wine with soft edges. Crafted to be drunk and enjoyed now.
The nose reveals dried ﬂorals, fresh red fruits of strawberry and cranberry and
inviting savoury eathiness. The palate is delicate but has freshness and depth
with prominent ﬂavours of pomegranate and strawberry.
This is a deep wine, both in colour and complexity. A bouquet of fruit and
ﬂoral notes lead to an enchanting, full-bodied palate that adds earthy mushroom
ﬂavours to the fruity plum and cherry layers. Soft, supple tannins contribute to
the dense structure.
Beautiful rich complexities of fresh, full-ripe crispy berries and cherries are
complemented by pronounced velvety-nutty ﬂavours on the mid-palate leading
to smooth tannins on the ﬁnish. Maturation in the ﬁnest French oak assists
in unleashing the typical Pinot Noir fruit ﬂavours whilst maintaining all the
characteristics of an elegant wine.

CREATION THE ART OF CREATION 2018

Shiny, deep pomegranate-seed red with a robust bouquet of rose petal, dark
cherry, pimento and anise. Complex and utterly enchanting on the palate: opulent
layers of cherry and plum mingling with earthy ﬂavours of mushroom and an
elegant sprinkling of spice.
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RED BLENDS
Stellenbosch

BEYERSKLOOF SYNERGY 2018

280

Stellenbosch

ROXTON 2017 BY BRAMPTON

330

SARONSBERG SEISMIC 2017

350

DE KLEINE WIJK KOÖP KREATUUR CINRAVÉDRE 2019

360

MARIANA 2019

375

MULDERBOSCH FAITHFUL HOUND 2016

400

MORGENSTER TOSCA 2014

400

BEYERSKLOOF TRAILDUST 2018

420

SILK AND SPICE 2018

450

CASA FERREIRINHA PAPA FIGOS 2018

450

CREATION SYRAH GRENACHE 2019

450

Franschhoek

BOSCHENDAL NICOLAS 2017

485

Western Cape

RUPERT & ROTHSCHILD CLASSIQUE 2018

500

Western Cape

ANTHONIJ RUPERT OPTIMA 2017

550

Tulbagh

Western Cape

Portugal

Stellenbosch

Helderberg

Stellenbosch

An abundance of black fruit upon entry leads to a big, juicy middle with soft,
well rounded tannins. A classic Cape Blend with a pleasant lingering aftertaste.
Serve with steaks, game dishes or oxtail.
The Petit Verdot contributes to the muscular structure of the wine while the
Shiraz adds a distinctive ﬂavour and spice to the mid-palate. The Malbec adds
bright berry fruit. This wine displays delicious dark black cherry.
The Saronsberg Seismic has a dark colour with ﬂavours of cassis, red berry and
integrated oak. The tannin is ﬁrm and well balanced with a full-bodied, elegant
ﬁnish.
Cranberries, cherries and red berries dominate the nose with underlying spicy
nettle characteristics. Rooibos tea, wildﬂowers and spice. Medium-bodied
freshness with a velvety smooth ﬁnish.
This is a perfect food wine with notes of dried herbs, baking spices and ripe black
fruit. It has a wonderful, sweet mid-palate that is really engaging.
A pronounced cassis aroma characterizes the ﬁrst nose, but this is followed by
dried ﬁgs, dates and hints of clove. This initial wave of fruit yields to a subtle
forest-ﬂoor quality that hints at a classically styled wine. The palate entry is soft
and displays a ﬁne chalky texture. Fruit aromas apparent on the nose follow
onto the palate as ﬂeshy ripe ﬂavours but ﬁnd balance with an earthy, savoury
character, maintaining the wine’s poise.
This is Morgenster’s version of a Super Tuscan-style blend, crafted from
Sangiovese as well as Bordeaux varieties. Deep scented fruit, sweet succulent
spice and hearty, sometimes meaty, with savoury herbaceous spice.
Generous amount of sweet fruit, cherries and plum. A well-balanced wine with a
juicy middle and soft well-rounded tannins.

Portugal

Douro, Portugal

Walker Bay
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Intense, deep ruby color, with a bright red rim. The predominant ﬂavors are
ripe, cooked black fruits. Sweet notes of vanilla and hints of mocha. The ﬁrst
impression in the mouth is rich and full. Excellent balance of tannins and acidity,
with a long, smooth ﬁnish.
A popular wine in Portugal, this is fruity, lightly structured and ﬁnely balanced.
Another few months of aging will bring out the wine’s black fruits even further,
giving richness to the tannins.
Dark purple in colour, almost black, with ﬂashes of deep crimson. Alluring
aromas of ripe black olive elegantly complemented by whiffs of pepper. A wellendowed, full-bodied Rhône-style blend with intense ﬂavours of ripe plum, black
pepper, tapenade and umami. Supple ripe tannins and well-integrated, natural
acidity contribute to the appeal.
Nicholas is a blend brimming with character, each component outstanding in
its own right which together creates something exceptional. Shiraz, a signature
varietal for Boschendal, adds intrigue and depth with intriguing spicy notes.
Cabernet Sauvignon and Petit Verdot give classical structure, Malbec a beautiful
deep color and vibrant red fruit, while Merlot enhances the fruit proﬁle.
Aromas of red plum, raspberries and cherries are prominent, layered with forest
ﬂoor and oak spice expressed as toasted caramel and walnut. The palate has a
fresh red fruit core with soft-textured tannins and good persistence.
Seductive interplay of a melange of dark fruits and spice on the nose. The
seduction continues in the mouth: cassis, blueberry, violet, touches of cedar,
cocoa and tobacco leaf. The palate is soft and spicy with a velvety texture and
powdery ﬁne tannins. It is simultaneously rich, rounded and reﬁned, softly
appealing and structured from sympathetic oaking which is harmoniously
integrated. Rewarding and long on the ﬁnish.
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RED BLENDS CONTINUE
Swartland

Paarl

Rhone Valley

Bordeaux

Stellenbosch

Italy

Stellenbosch

KLOOVENBURG 8 FEET 2018

600

MOTORCYCLE MARVEL HERITAGE SERIES 2017

600

GABRIEL MEFFRE LAURUS COTES DU RHÔNE VILLAGES
2016

600

CHATEAU DES DEMOISELLES CASTILLON 2015

600

LOURENS RIVER VALLEY BY MORGENSTER 2013

600

ZENATO VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE 2013

600

SIMONSIG TIARA - 2011

650

VILAFONTÉ SERIOUSLY OLD DIRT - 2019

660

DOOLHOF 1712 JACQUES POTIER - 2009

900

JORDAN RESERVE COBBLERS HILL - 2011

950

MORGENSTER TOSCA MAGNUM - 2010

950

Aromas of red berries, hints of perfume, dark fruit, black olive and spice. The
palate is medium full-bodied, good structure with soft and silky tannins. Pairs well
with grilled and roast beef, stew, mildly spicy foods and game.
Dark, intense red. An abundance of sweet spice, berries, dates and a hint of
tobacco leaf and pepper. A rich and intense, full-bodied wine with ripe and silky
tannins.

Ripe and ﬂeshy, but soft and gentle in feel, with warm plum and raspberry
compote notes gliding through, lined with black tea and incense accents that
blossom and linger on the ﬁnish.

From an intense crimson color, the nose reveals delicate and complex aromas
of red fruits, oaky vanilla and mocha. In the palate, it unravels velvety tannins,
robust and complex ﬂavours, and a beautifully rounded ﬁnish.
Initial aromas are of black and red cherries, strawberry shortcake and cassis.
There are also intriguing earthy and spicy nuances of liquorice, vanilla and sweet
cinnamon. Aeration will release plum, mulberry and raspberry aromas.
Ruby red in color, this Valpolicella Superiore offers ﬂeshy aromas of wild berries,
black currants, black cherries, and spices, with hints of chocolate. On the palate,
the wine is dry and robust with velvety texture.
The rich, perfumed bramble and blue berry bouquet is enhanced by layers of
cigar box and subtle nuances of spice. With more aeration, the wine shows violet
and mulberry fruit, with some lead pencil inﬂuence, ﬁne-grained tannins and a
beautiful balance.

Western Cape

This wine delivers layers of fresh fruit on the nose; plum, black cherry, and
blackberry along with warm notes of baking spice and vanilla pod. Subtle liquorice
and seductive tobacco and hazelnut add a luxurious dimension. Flavours of ripe
black cherry develop into lovely mineral notes and a lingering ﬁnish. Sumptuous
and supple, with a line of acidity, giving elegance and balance.
Wellington

A blend of Merlot, Malbec, Pinotage, Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon and
Petit Verdot. Plum in colour with an abundance of red fruit on the nose with
perfume towards the back. The palate full, but soft and elegant with rich fruit and
pencil shavings ending with a touch of oak. The wine is juicy with a long persistent
ﬁnish.
Stellenbosh

Complex dark chocolate, black cherry and cassis intertwine with opulent
blackberry fruit, and hints of mint and toasty vanilla. This is a big mouth ﬁlling
wine, with densely layered ripe tannins, beautifully balanced and reﬁned – the
ultimate expression of the Jordan terroir.
Helderberg

Fresh cranberries, ﬂowery perfume, roasted tomatoes and cigar box. Then deeper
whiffs get you cloves and cinnamon spiciness. Typical Sangiovese warmth and
elegance, with silky tannins and elegant structure ensuring that this wine, which
is still in its infancy, will be gorgeous with years to come. The wine offers a long
lasting sensation and should fuse well with the right choice of menu.
Stellenbosch

MEERLUST RUBICON - 2017

1 050

GROOT CONSTANTIA GOUVERNEURS RESERVE RED - 2015

1 150

The 2017 Rubicon is a classic vintage of this iconic Cape wine. Very deep, youthful
colour, and intense almost purple hue. Quintessential Rubicon nose with violets,
ripe plum, cedar wood, fennel and intense spiciness. A typical liquorice note
also evident on the nose. Still young and intense, promising further maturation
potential. The palate is full bodied, structured but packed with fresh dark fruit and
rounded, linear tannins promising long beneﬁcial maturation.
Constantia

Ripe dark fruit on the nose, like blackberry, black cherries and plums that follow
through on the palate with hints of black pepper on the aftertaste.
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RED BLENDS CONTINUE
Stellenbosch

GOEDE HOOP ESTATE RED - 2013

1 200

AVONDALE LA LUNA - 2009

1 500

SAXENBURG PRIVATE COLLECTION
PINOTAGE MAGNUM - 2008

1 500

VRIESENHOF KALLISTA MAGNUM - 2009

1 500

FEUDI DI SAN GREGORIO TAURASI DOCG - 2007

1 500

ORNELLAIA LE VOLTE DELL’ORNELLAIA - 2013

1 500

VILAFONTE SERIES M - 2017

1 550

EBEN SADIE COLUMELLA - 2016

1 950

GRANGEHURST MAGNUM - 2009

2 500

EPICUREAN - 2003

3 000

MORGENSERT ESTATE RESERVE MAGNUM - 2014

3 300

Aromas are persistent and suggest rustic dark forest fruits with spice. The
mouthfeel is crisp and tannins are ripe. Fruit notes are of crushed blackcurrants.
This wine is easy to match with food and reminiscent of top class spicy, black
fruited wines from Hermitage.
Paarl

This is a great wine of seamless elegance. Layers of mineral intense fruit, infused
with gentle tannins are uplifted with fresh acidity uniting in a glorious fusion of
full-bodied ﬂavour. The dark purple colour infused with classic berry ﬂavours and
a hint of tobacco embody the vital elements so sought after in the great wines of
Avondale.
Stellenbosch

This wine has beautiful mulberries, plums and cherries on the nose, with hints
of dark chocolate and a beautifully long ﬁnish.
Stellenbosch

Red fruit, pencil lead and leather with an undercurrent of tobacco leaf dominate
the nose while the palate is a play of red fruit and black pepper, creamy and
balanced with a long lingering ﬁnish.
Campania, Italy

Deep ruby red. Intense bouquet of wild cherries, raspberries, cinnamon, nutmeg,
vanilla and anise. Full-bodied and well-balanced with ﬂavors of plum, black
cherry and licorice.
Tuscany, Italy

The wine appears its classic rich hue, and boasts a bouquet that is generously
fruity and subtly spiced. The elegant, silk-smooth tannins are immediately
impressive, beautifully complemented by a vibrant, refreshing acidity.
Stellenbosch

This harmonious blend combines plummy hues with an inky, garnet red colour.
Offering warm vanilla, ripe raspberry and Asian plum aromas on entry; this
focused and pure rendition of Series M deepens to pencil lead when afforded
greater airtime.
Swartland

This Columella has a much deeper colour and concentration and is still very
compact and in need of obvious ageing, but it is already showing great complexity
in that the aromatics are not a singular line, but the coming together of many
aspects. The aromas are a combination of bright fresh red fruits which then pass
over to the riper black stone fruit. The wine is also very earthy and seems to live on
a bed of freshly ploughed earth – and then there is the appearance of much darker
graphite aromatics as well.
Stellenbosch

Dark ruby with garnet edge; complex aromas and ﬂavours of black and red
berries, cassis and violets with some mocha and cedar from the barrels. A big,
intense wine for special occasions.
Stellenbosch

The wine is classical and is marked by a spicy black berry mineral nose. It is a rich
wine with good weight structure and balance, touch of vanilla, freshness, though
intense. Cassis ﬂavours come through with velvety cherry tobacco tones. The
tannins are ﬁrm.
Stellenbosch

Aged in French oak barrels for about 18 months. This powerful yet elegant blend
expresses classic aromas of dark berries, black plums and cassis. Pure harmony
as these classic Bordeaux varieties come together to create this beautiful, wellstructured wine.
Swartland

EBEN SADIE COLUMELLA MAGNUM - 2016

This Columella has a much deeper colour and concentration and is still very
compact and in need of obvious ageing, but it is already showing great complexity
in that the aromatics are not a singular line, but the coming together of many
aspects. The aromas are a combination of bright fresh red fruits which then pass
over to the riper black stone fruit. The wine is also very earthy and seems to live on
a bed of freshly ploughed earth – and then there is the appearance of much darker
graphite aromatics as well.
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RED BLENDS CONTINUE
Stellenbosch

MVEMVE RAATS MR DE COMPOSTELLA - 2015

4 500

DE TOREN BOOK XVII - 2017

5 000

KAAPZICHT STEYTLER VISION 3LT - 2012

5 000

Deep, dark intense ruby colour. Blackcurrant and black cherry fruit with hints of
violets, cedar and cinnamon. Rich and complex with mineral, black berry fruit and
dark chocolate on the ﬁnish. Harmoniously composed of sufﬁcient of each of the
ﬁve Bordeaux varieties to ensure none dominates. This wine shows a consistent,
linear ﬂavour proﬁle with a polished ﬁnish.
Stellenbosch

BOOK XVII has an opulent crème de-cassis, fruitcake and ﬁg scented bouquet
with a palate that is ostentatious. However, this full-bodied turbo-charged wine is
so silky smooth and seductive in a way that its charms are impossible to resist.
Stellenbosch

Power and concentration, within a tightly woven structure showing lots of promise.
Generous cassis and black berries as well as vanilla and spice from oak. Complex
and multi-dimensional. Those who can resist the temptation will be rewarded well
with cellaring.

OTHER RED VARIETALS
Groenekloof

TERRA DEL CAPO SANGIOVESE 2019

230

Stellenbosch

RUSTENBERG GRENACHE 2018

300

Durbanville

DIEMERSDAL MALBEC 2019

320

RIETVALLEI DARK CIN CINSAUT 2017

330

LE CHIANTIGIANE CHIANTI SANGIOVESE 2014

450

CHATEAU LOS BOLDOS CARMENERE 2018

450

Mendoza,
Argentina

FINCA FLICHMAN MISTERIO MALBEC 2019

450

Swartland

KLOOVENBURG CARIGNAN 2015

480

FATTORIA DEI BARBI CHIANTI SANGIOVESE 2014

550

ALTYDGEDACHT BARBERA 2018

550

Robertson

Tuscany

Cachapoal Valley

Broody and slightly smoky nose opens up into a combination of spice-and-Italian
savory baking notes. Red fruit and cherry ﬂavours combine to produce a juicy
and soft palate. Tight and layered tannins bind the fruit and spice components
together and adds complexity. The bright, yet balanced acidity lengthens the
palate and pulls all of the fruit components through to a seamless end.
In its youth the wine exhibits very attractive red fruit ﬂavours, such as strawberry
and cherry, along with a wonderful pepper spice. As the wine ages it will reveal a
more savoury fruit proﬁle
Cool growing conditions on exposed aspects, as well as the practise of dry land
farming, sees the fruit develop slowly, drawing maximum variety expression on
the vine. The result is tight bunches of small berries, ideal for making wines of
structure, elegance and reﬁnement.
This uniquely dark and decadent Cinsaut truly personiﬁes its name. Dark Cin is
as enchanting as it is captivating with a touch of mysterious…Dark plum red in
colour. The nose reveals dark earthy black berry fruit with touches of spice and
smoky nuances. The palate is intense with juicy berry fruit and hints of chocolate
and spicy freshness. Beautifully rounded with gentle inviting fruit tannins and
delicious, juicy, all-encompassing ﬁnish.
Wine with a fruity, harmonious ﬂavor with notes of red berry fruit and small
ﬂoral nuances.
Our wines are crafted exclusively from our vineyards, where we strive for
excellence every day, blending the vigour and grandeur of the Andes with the
elegance and dedication of our European legacy. Harvested by hand, carefully
selected, long-established vineyards, this wine was aged in French oak barrels for
10 months. It has a deep red color with purplish hues. It presents aromas of ripe
berries with a hint of spices and toast. On the palate it has great structure, velvety
tannins and a long, lingering ﬁnish.

Deep red in colour, with a complex aroma of violets and black plums. On the
palate, plush ﬂavours of blackberries and tobacco leaves are complemented by
sweet tannins and an elegant and complex ﬁnish.
Aromas of red berries, fynbos and spice. The palate is medium-bodied with juicy
tannins and fresh acidity. Pairs well with richer poultry dishes, roasted pork,
chicken and beef brisket.

Tuscany

A pleasant wine, easy to drink, ruby red, with light purplish highlights. The
bouquet has a strong aroma of red berries, with a delicate hint of cut ﬂowers. To
the palate, it feels fresh, clean and expresses a sense of youth and endurance.
Typical sour cherry note.
Cape Town

Rich, red colour with the nose exuding dark fruit and toasty oak aromas. Velvety
entry on the palate, rounded off with varietal fruit ﬂavours and oaky sweetness.
The elegant tannin structure is a hallmark of the cooler Durbanville winegrowing
region.
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OTHER RED VARIETALS CONTINUE
Breede River
Valley

Sicily, Italy

SJINN TOURIGA NACIONAL - 2011

600

SALLIER DE LA TOUR NERO D’AVOLA - 2013

600

RAINBOW’S END CABERNET FRANC - 2009

600

MORGENSTER NABUCCO NEBBIOLO - 2014

600

LAN CRIANZA TEMPRANILLO - 2011

600

FATTORIA DEI BARBI ETICHETTA ROSSA MORELLINO DI
SCANSANO DOCG - 2011

660

DONNACHIARA IRPINA AGLIANICO DOC - 2009

750

Distinctive slate, blackcurrant, violet and spices on the nose. Subtle barrel
maturation character adds complexity. Richly textured palate with accessible juicy
tannins, excellent complexity and an attractive dry ﬁnish.
Choosing to age wine partly in wood and partly in steel barrels, allows us to
combine fresh and fruited notes of a young wine, to extremely elegant spicy and
liquorish aromas, which are usually indicators of good aging potential through
time.

Banghoek

Nuances of dark cherry, earth, black berries, tobacco and black forest cake,
underlying fynbos and lavender but no heavy vegetativeness.
Helderberg

A benchmark Nebbiolo from a single vineyard on the Estate. This reﬁned, deeply
nuanced wine expresses remarkable elegance and great underlying power from
this famous Northern Italian varietal. Light in color and high acidity, this wine is
full-ﬂavored and fantastic to match with food. Think Pinot Noir with more ﬂavor
and power.
Rioja, Spain

Bright cherry red with a garnet rim. A reﬁned nose with predominant notes of red
and stone fruits: strawberry, raspberry and peach. Patisserie and cream encased
in elegant notes of vanilla, caramel and a subtle hint of cinnamon. It is ﬂavourful
and expressive on the palate. It is immediately inviting, enveloping the palate and
leaving a long and pleasant aftertaste.
Tuscany, Italy

Fine and fragrant sensations of undergrowth, fresh ﬂowers and light spices,
well balanced between freshness and minerality with a subtle tannin and fruity
persistence.
Campania, Italy

This is elegant and well-meshed, with ﬁne tannins and a fragrant skein of gound
spice layered with ﬂavors of baked black currant, herbes de Provence, smoke and
ﬁg cake. The fresh ﬁnish is chewy and lingering.
Piedmont, Italy

ENRICO SERAFINO ROERO DOCG NEBBIOLO - 2013

1 200

GIRIBALDI DOLCETTO D’ALBA - 2001

1 350

RAATS DOLOMITE CABERNET FRANC - 2012

1 500

Elegant, delightful, with small red fruits and ﬂoral aromas. Hints of spices and
coffee. Fine, elegant, medium- to full-bodied and very well-balanced with pleasant
tannins and a delightful ﬁnish.
Piedmont, Italy

Piedmont, Italy - Giribaldi Dolcetto d ‘Alba has an intense ruby color, with violet
reﬂexes. To the nose it is very vinous with violet sensations, with hints of mature
fruit. Full and structured in the mouth with light tannins.
Stellenbosch

Individually crafted from unique vineyard parcels, Dolomite wines express great
purity of fruit and balanced elegance. Displays succulent red fruits coupled with
a beautifully smoky, mineral quality. Supple, extremely moreish and a great
example of this much under-rated variety.

DESSERT WINES & FORTIFIED WINES
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Jerez - Xérès

DOUGLAS GREEN PALE CREAM SHERRY (50ML) - NV

60

Jerez - Xérès

DOUGLAS GREEN MEDIUM DRY SHERRY (50ML) - NV

60

Jerez - Xérès

DOUGLAS GREEN CREAM SHERRY (50ML) - NV

60

With ﬂavours of baked apple and exotic fruits it has elegant ﬂoral and nutty
aromas and ﬂavours. A pale gold traditional ﬂor aged in wood and blended in the
criadera and solera method.
Aromas of ripe fruits, with hints of wood and raisins. Sweet, well balanced and
showing great character and age.
Spicy and nutty with rich honey aromas and ﬂavours. A rich dark cream sherry
aged in wood and blended in the traditional criadera and solera method. It has a
round and smooth, subtly sweet ﬁnish.
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DESSERT WINES &
FORTIFIED WINES CONTINUE
Jerez - Xérès

Swartland

Franschhoek

Swartland

DOUGLAS GREEN CAPE RUBY (50ML) - NV

70

DE KRANS CAPE TAWNY (50ML) - NV

70

L’ORMARINS LBV (50ML) - NV

70

KAAPZICHT HANEPOOT JEREPIGO (50ML) 2015

60

This specially selected Douglas Green Cape Ruby was crafted from rich ripe
grapes. After maturation in barrel this Cape Ruby displays aromas of fruitcake
and nutty ﬂavours, with a rich, smooth ﬁnish.
Lovely coppery-gold colour. Flavours of coffee-toffee, hazelnut, cinnamon spice,
as well as some raisins in the background. Good, long ﬁnish.
Classically constructed and generously built, this Port Style wine displays
sumptuous ﬂavours of fruitcake, crushed spice and roasted nuts.
Beautifully fragrant grape ﬂavours ﬁll the glass together with honeysuckle notes;
unctuous and full sweet with luscious muscat and sultana ﬂavours; sweetness well
balanced with lively acidity for a harmonious ﬁnish; delicious fortiﬁed dessert
wine.

Franschhoek

BOSCHENDAL VIN D’OR (50ML) 2015

100

Stellenbosch

KAAPZICHT ICE WINE (375ML) - 2009

800

Stellenbosch

KEN FORRESTER ‘T’ NOBLE LATE HARVEST (375ML) - 2013

690

PAUL CLUVER NOBLE LATE HARVEST (375ML) - 2014

780

Elgin

Constantia

Coastal

Porto, Portugal

Robertson

Ontario, Canada

This natural sweet wine presents loads of citrus aromas, especially tangerine,
hints of tropical fruit and delicate notes of honeysuckle. On the palate it has a
tremendous fruit core, an explosion of kumquat citrus, lots of concentration and
good balance. This wine does not leave a cloying sweetness but ﬁnishes off with a
fresh citrus zest.
Dried apricots, peach and stone fruit, with underling cedar and vanilla tones
from the time spent in barrel. A beautiful voluptuous mouthfeel with an intense
sweetness and apricot fruit on the pallet.
Chenin Blanc with Botrytis. We are blessed with botrytis most years and with
multiple pickings, manage to maintain a perfect natural acid balance with the
sweetness, creating a wine of exceptional ﬁnesse and balance.

A very expressive nose, with dominating apricot and pineapple aromas. Soft
cardamom pod fragrances and orange blossom are noticeable too. All these
characteristics follow through onto the luscious, creamy palate which ﬁnishes
clean.

KLEIN CONSTANTIA VIN DE CONSTANCE (500ML) - 2017

Pure gold in colour. The nose presents an enticing encounter, followed by precise
yet delicate aromas of white ﬂowers, ripe citrus and touch of rosewater and
almonds. The palate is in perfect harmony with a luscious mouthfeel. Flavours of
creamy stone fruit, litchi, citrus zest and a lively spice abound creating an ideal
balance. It concludes with a vibrant yet complex long ﬁnish.

1 800

NEDERBURG NOBLE LATE HARVEST (375ML) - 1999

900

RAMOS PINOT LBV PORT (750ML) - 2009

900

DE WETSHOF EDELOES (500ML) - 2006

900

This wine displays tremendous fruit character with honeyed ﬂavours and depth as
well as incredible intensity of ﬂavour. Enjoy Nederburg Noble Late Harvest with
tomato soup, blue cheese, cakes, pastries and tarts.
Intense color, very opaque, with beautiful violet reﬂections. Intense and elegant,
rich in aromas of red fruits, mild violet with notes of lavender and pepper. In
the mouth it is fresh and harmonious, rich in ripe fruit, with balsamic notes that
goes down well with a suggestion of chocolate and pink peppercorns. Enveloping
structure, soft and fresh tannins that promise an excellent development.
Deliciously generous Rhine Riesling Noble Late Harvest dessert wine with rich
aromas of apricot, honey and tea leaves, ﬁnishing with nectar intensity balanced
by assertive natural acidity.

PILLITTERI LATE HARVEST VIDAL (375ML) - NV

This wine has a light straw colour in the glass with moderate viscosity. The nose
shows notes of mango, peaches in syrup and pineapple. The palate is medium
sweet but not cloying with ﬂavours of ripe pear, golden delicious apple, peach and
pineapple. The ﬁnish is clean with refreshing acidity. A versatile option for an
aperitif, foie gras or with a light dessert.

1 200

The Vintages displayed in this menu are subject to change at anytime
due to availability and without any amendments to the list or price.
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SODAS
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HOT DRINKS
CAPPUCCINO / CAFFE LATTE

35

SINGLE ESPRESSO

25

DOUBLE ESPRESSO

35

DOM PEDRO

60

IRISH COFFEE

60

SELECTION OF TEAS

30

Choice of: Irish Whisky, Kahlua, Amarula

SOFT DRINKS
1L SURGIVA WATER

60

500ML SURGIVA WATER

35

APPLETISER / GRAPETISER 330ML

35

COKE / COKE LIGHT / COKE ZERO

25

DASH OF CORDIAL
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8

FITCH AND LEEDES PINK / INDIAN TONIC

25

ICE TEA PEACH / LEMON

30

LEMONADE / DRY LEMON / SODA / GINGER ALE

25

ORANGE / CRANBERRY JUICE

35

RED BULL 200ML

45

ROCK SHANDY / STEEL WORKS

45

SCHWEPPES TONIC

25

SPRITE ZERO 330ML

25

TAB 330ML

25

TOMATO JUICE 200ML

25
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BEER
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BEER
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BECK`S NON-ALCOHOLIC

40

BLACK LABEL

35

CASTLE

35

CASTLE LITE

35

CORONA

55

HEINEKEN

35

HUNTER’S DRY

35

HUNTER’S GOLD

35

SAVANNA DRY

35

SAVANNA LIGHT

35

STELLA ARTOIS

45

WINDHOEK DRAUGHT

40

WINDHOEK LAGER

35

DUCHESS NON-ALCOHOLIC G&T

40
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SPIRITS
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PREMIUM SPIRITS AND SINGLE MALT LIST
ALL THE FOLLOWING SPIRITS HAVE BEEN HAND SELECTED FOR QUALITY
AND RARITY AND REFLECT THE ABSOLUTE QUALITY FOCUSSED APPROACH
AND PERSONAL TASTES OF THE OWNERS OF PRIVA.
THE ONLY MINERAL WATER SERVED AT PRIVA IS SURGIVA, IN KEEPING WITH
OUR DECISION TO SERVE ONLY THE FINEST AVAILABLE WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

PREMIUM SINGLE MALT WHISKY
PLEASE NOTE THE STANDARD POUR IN WHISKY WHEN NOT SPECIFIED BY OUR
CLIENTS AT PRIVA IS MACALLAN FINE OAK 12 YEAR OLD – A WHISKY FROM
HIGHLANDS THAT REFLECTS THE QUALITY ETHOS AND INDIVIDUALISTIC STYLE
OF OUR ESTABLISHMENT.

Cardhu distillery – previously called Cardow – must be one of
the best-located distilleries in Speyside: high on the hills on the
north side of the Spey Valley with delightful views to the south.
Though they take their name from the Gaelic for Black Rock, the
malts of Cardhu have a warmth and cleanliness of taste, often
described as silky, making them both elegant and approachable.
Perfect for toasting, celebrating and sharing with old and new friends.
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PREMIUM SINGLE
AND BLENDED MALT WHISKY
Bottle

Speyside

ABERLOUR 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

85

1 950

Speyside

ABERLOUR 16 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

150

3 400

Speyside

ABERLOUR 18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

190

4 200

Islay

ARDBEG 10 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

85

1 900

Islay

ARDBEG WEE BEASTIE 5 YEAR OLD

75

1 750

AUCHENTOSHAN 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

60

1 200

Speyside

AULTMORE 12 YEAR OLD

80

1 800

Speyside

BALVENIE 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

90

2 250

Speyside

BALVENIE 14 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT
CARIBBEAN CASK

130

3 100

Speyside

BENRIACH 12 YEAR OLD

65

1 500

Lowlands

Islay

BRUICHLADDICH PORT CHARLOTTE
HEAVILY PEATED

150

3 500

Islay

BUNNAHABHAIN 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

100

2 400

Islay

BUNNAHABHAIN 18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

185

4 200

Islay

BUNNAHABHAIN 25 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

600

1 3000

Islay

CAOL ILA 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

85

1 950

Speyside

CARDHU 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

65

1 500

Speyside

CRAIGELLACHIE 13 YEAR OLD

100

2 500

DALWHINNIE 15 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

145

3 250

Highland
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Tot 25ml
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CONTINUED
Tot 25ml

Bottle

GLENDRONACH 12 YEAR OLD

70

1 650

Speyside

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

65

1 400

Speyside

GLENFIDDICH 15 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

110

2 600

Speyside

GLENFIDDICH 18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

180

4 000

Speyside

GLENFIDDICH 21 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

300

7 200

Highland

Highland

GLENMORANGIE 10 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

65

1 500

Highland

GLENMORANGIE 12 YEAR OLD LA SANTA
SINGLE MALT

80

1 800

Highland

GLENMORANGIE 12 YEAR OLD NECTAR D’OR
SINGLE MALT

110

2 500

Highland

GLENMORANGIE 14 YEAR OLD QUINTA RUBAN
SINGLE MALT

95

2 100

Highland

GLENMORANGIE 18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

180

4 200

Islay

LAGAVULIN 16 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

150

3 300

Islay

LAPHROAIG 10 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

85

1 900

Islay

LAPHROAIG QUARTER CASK SINGLE MALT

90

2 000

Highland

MACALLAN 12 YEAR OLD
FINE OAK SINGLE MALT

85

1 900

Highland

MACALLAN 15 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

150

3 300

Highland

MACALLAN 18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

350

7 000

50

1 100

NIKKA FROM THE BARREL SINGLE MALT

100

2 250

OBAN 14 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

130

3 000

Speyside
Japan
Highland

MONKEY SHOULDER WHISKY BLENDED MALT

Speyside

SINGLETON 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

55

1 200

Speyside

SINGLETON 15 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

100

2 200

Speyside

SINGLETON 18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

135

3 000

SMOKE HEAD SINGLE MALT

80

1 800

TALISKER 10 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

85

1 950

Speyside

THE GLENLIVET 12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

65

1 400

Speyside

THE GLENLIVET 15 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

110

2 600

Speyside

THE GLENLIVET 18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

165

3 750

Speyside

THE GLENLIVET 21 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT

300

7 200

Islay
Isle of Skye
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PREMIUM BLENDED WHISKY
(AND WHISKEYS)
Tot 25ml

Bottle

BELL’S

35

800

BUSHMILLS IRISH

35

800

CHIVAS REGAL 12 YEAR OLD

45

1050

CHIVAS XV 15 YEAR OLD

70

1 550

CHIVAS REGAL 18 YEAR OLD

115

2 500

CHIVAS REGAL ULTIS

275

6 500

CHIVAS REGAL ROYAL SALUTE 21 YEAR OLD

325

7 000

CHIVAS REGAL 25 YEAR OLD

600

12 000

COPPER REPUBLIC

70

1 550

FAMOUS GROUSE

30

600

HAIG CLUB CLUBMAN

40

900

J&B

30

600

JAMESONS IRISH

40

1 000

JAMESON SELECT RESERVE

55

1 200

195

4 000

JOHNNIE WALKER RED LABEL

35

750

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL 12 YEAR OLD

45

1 100

JOHNNIE WALKER GOLD LABEL

80

1 800

JOHNNIE WALKER GREEN LABEL 15 YEAR OLD

90

1 950

JOHNNIE WALKER PLATINUM LABEL
18 YEAR OLD

135

3 000

JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE LABEL

295

6 000

THREE SHIPS PREMIUM SELECT 10 YEAR OLD

70

1 500

TULLAMORE DEW

35

800

TULLAMORE DEW 12 YEAR OLD

60

1 350

TEELING SMALL BATCH IRISH

55

1 200

JAMESON 18 YEAR OLD
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AMERICAN WHISKEY AND BOURBON
Tot 25ml

Bottle

BULLEIT

50

1 150

JACK DANIEL’S

40

900

JACK DANIEL’S RYE

45

950

GENTLEMAN JACK

45

950

JACK DANIELS SINGLE BARREL

70

1 500

JIM BEAM WHITE

30

600

MAKER’S MARK

45

950

MAKERS 46

65

1 500

WOODFORD RESERVE

55

1 200

COGNAC AND ARMAGNAC
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL COGNAC AND ARMAGNAC WILL BE SERVED
IN HEATED SNIFTER GLASSES IN A STANDARD DOUBLE COGNAC
TOT OF 50ML

Tot 25ml

Bottle

HENNESSY VS

60

1 350

HENNESSY VSOP

90

2 100

HENNESSY XO

295

6 500

HENNESSY PARADIS

900

26 000

LAFONTAN SELECTION BAS ARMAGNAC

100

2 200

95

1 500

300

7 000

60

2 200

RÉMY MARTIN VSOP
RÉMY MARTIN XO SPECIAL
ARMAGNAC LAFONTAN SELECTION
BAS ARMAGNAC
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BRANDY AND EAU DE VIE
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Tot 25ml

Bottle

1920 CARVALHO RIBEIRO & FERREIRA

55

1 250

BOSCHENDAL 10 YEAR OLD

65

1 500

KLIPDRIFT

25

500

KLIPDRIFT GOLD

40

850

KLIPDRIFT PREMIUM

30

600

KWV 10 YEAR OLD

40

850

KWV 12 YEAR OLD

50

1 100

KWV 15 YEAR OLD

90

1 800

KWV 20 YEAR OLD

150

3 000

VAN RYN'S 10 YEAR OLD

50

1 100

VAN RYN'S 12 YEAR OLD

60

1 200

VAN RYN'S 20 YEAR OLD

160

3 200
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PREMIUM VODKA AND GIN
Tot 25ml

Bottle

ABSOLUT

35

800

ABSOLUT ELYX

55

1 250

BELVEDERE

55

1 250

CIROC

55

1 250

CIROC APPLE

55

1 250

CIROC PINEAPPLE

55

1 250

CIROC MANGO

55

1 250

GREY GOOSE

60

1 250

KETEL ONE

35

800

SKYY

30

750

ZUBROWKA BISONGRASS

40

900

BEEFEATER 24

45

950

BEEFEATER PINK

45

950

BOUDIER SAFFRON INFUSED

65

1 450

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE

40

900

BOTANIST

75

1 550

CRUXLAND BY KWV

45

950

HENDRICKS

55

1 250

INVERROCHE CLASSIC

50

1 100

INVERROCHE VERDANT

50

1 100

INVERROCHE AMBER

50

1 100

MALFY LIMONE

45

950

MALFY ARANCIA

45

950

OLEXY

45

950

TANQUERAY

35

850

TANQUERAY 10

50

1 100
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PREMIUM RUM AND TEQUILA
Tot 25ml

Bottle

BACARDI WHITE RUM

30

600

BACARDI 10 YEAR OLD RUM

70

1 450

CAPTAIN MORGAN DARK RUM

25

500

CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED GOLD RUM

25

500

DIPLOMATICO

75

1 550

DON PAPA RUM PHILIPPINES

75

1 550

HAVANA CLUB 3 YEARS OLD AÑEJO

30

600

HAVANA CLUB 7 YEARS OLD AÑEJO

40

900

MALIBU

25

500

MOUNT GAY

60

1 200

RED HEART

25

550

AVION REPOSADO

70

1 550

200

6000

DON JULIO REPOSADO

70

1550

EL JILMADOR BLANCO

35

850

EL JILMADOR REPOSADO

35

850

HERRADURA

70

1 550

JOSE CUERVO SILVER

35

850

JOSE CUERVO GOLD

35

850

PARTON AÑEJO

70

1 550

CLASE AZUL REPOSADO
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LIQUEURS AND BITTERS
Tot 25ml

Bottle

AMARETTO DI SARONNO

45

950

AMARULA CREAM

25

500

CAMPARI

40

800

CAPE VELVET

20

400

CHARTREUSE GREEN

40

800

CHARTREUSE YELLOW

40

800

CHERRY MARNIER

45

950

CINZANO BIANCO / ROSSO

20

400

COINTREAU

45

950

DOUBS ABSINTHE

35

700

FRANGELICO

35

700

GRAND MARNIER LIQUEUR

80

1600

JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE HONEY

40

800

JÄGERMEISTER

40

800

KAHLUA COFFEE LIQUEUR

35

700

LIMONCELLO DI SORRENTO

35

700

LANIQUE ROSE LIQUEUR

40

800

LOVOKA CARAMEL VODKA

30

600

MARTINI BIANCO / ROSSO

20

400

PEPPERMINT LIQUEUR

20

400

PIMMS NO 1 APERETIF

20

400

PATRON XO CAFÉ LIQUEUR

50

1100

SOUTHERN COMFORT

30

600

TRIPLE SEC LIQUEUR

20

400
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WHISKY TASTING R220
(4 DIFFERENT STYLES OF WHISKY)
CHIVAS REGAL - 12 YEAR OLD BLENDED
WHISKY
Nose: A creamy, aromatic melange of vanilla custard, hints of
aniseed, lemon curd and butter toffee. Wood shavings and dried
banana chips develop with just a hint of cassis. Palate: More
of those banana chips showing through on the palate, this time
there’s a creamy hit of barley malt too, pepped up with a little
allspice. Notes of ground walnut and caramel.

BULLEIT BOURBON WHISKEY
Bulleit Bourbon is inspired by the whiskey pioneered by
Augustus Bulleit over 150 years ago. Only ingredients of the
very highest quality are used. The subtlety and complexity
of Bulleit Bourbon come from its unique blend of rye, corn,
and barley malt, along with special strains of yeast and pure
Kentucky limestone ﬁltered water. Due to its especially high
rye content, Bulleit Bourbon has a bold, spicy character with a
ﬁnish that’s distinctively clean and smooth.

JAMESON SELECT RESERVE IRISH WHISKEY
Rich and fruity with notes of tropical fruits, coconut, nectarines
in yoghurt, guava and a thick core of sweet cereals. Palate:
Thick and full on the palate, with an intense, unctuous
creaminess, alongside dates, walnuts and peels. Good peach and
coconut notes, and a little cinnamon.

CARDHU 12 YO SINGLE MALT
Medium amber in color, with gentle spiciness and sweet oak
aromas. Cardhu is an easy-going, charming Speysider. With
clean, crisp oak and sweet malt evoking ﬂavours of honeyed
ﬂapjacks and home-made caramel squares, this is one for the
sweet-toothed among you. Palate is smooth with tones of maple,
oak, and nutmeg. Finish is long, dry, and satiny with a light
toffee ﬂavor.

SINGLE MALT TASTING R330
THE MACALLAN FINE OAK 12YO HIGHLAND
The Fine Oak range is triple cask matured in a combination
of European oak sherry casks, American oak sherry seasoned
casks and American bourbon casks, delivering a more diverse
yet subtle style of whisky, whilst maintaining The Macallan’s
core DNA which is a focus on sherry seasoned oak casks,
natural colour, and rich, fruity full bodied ﬂavours and mouth
feel.

GLENLIVET 12YO SPEYSIDE
Nose: Sweet creamy vanilla, honey, pineapple, vanilla, pressed
apples and a little cinnamon. Palate: Apple cores, fresh and
fruity triﬂe and creamy citrus.

TALISKER 10YO ISLAY
A classic Island dream from the Isle of Skye. Always highly
rated, this was an Editor’s Choice at Whisky Magazine.
Lots of spice and fresh, tangy peat. Nose: Thick, pungent smoke.
Notes of kippers, seaweed, apple peels. Fresh and fragrant.
Palate: Full bodied with huge plumes of
smoke and volcanic, peppery peat. Intense.
Finish: Long ﬁnish, barley, malt.

AUCHENTOSHAN 12YO LOWLAND
Established in 1823, Auchentoshan (pronounced Ock-un
tosh-un) Distillery is on the mainland of Scotland, near
Glasgow. Auchentoshan, whose name means `corner of the ﬁeld’
in Gaelic, has been extensively refurbished since its acquisition
by Morrison Bowmore Distillers Ltd in 1984. Auchentoshan is
the only triple-distilled single-malt Scotch.
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WHISKY GIN TASTING
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GIN TASTING R200
TANQUERAY LONDON DRY
Very fresh and smooth on the nose with slight hints of juniper
and citrus coming through. A good hint of liquorice is present
on the palate, with a slight spice that creates a long tingle.

INVERROCHE AMBER GIN
Gin Amber is a luscious, complex gin which is the result of
a harmonious fusion of ﬂora from Africa, with spices and
berries from India and Europe. It is mellowed with rich coastal
botanicals which transform it into an amber coloured spirit.
Earthy base notes are balanced with fresh citrus and juniper
notes and has a delicate ﬂoral ﬁnish.

MALFY ARANCIA GIN
Juniper, Sicilian Blood Oranges and 6 botanicals. Blood orange
peels are steeped in alcohol and pressed in a basket press. The
infusion is then blended with juniper and other botanicals
before being distilled in a stainless steel vacuum still.

CRUXLAND GIN
A clean double distilled London Dry Gin with 9 different
botanicals and infused with Kalahari trufﬂes. Cold ﬁltered for
an extra-smooth taste. 100% Pure grape gin, double distilled
in potstills with the highest quality juniper berries and nine
botanicals, including truly South African “rooibos” and
“heuningsbos”, and infused with Kalahari trufﬂes.

SOUTH AFRICA VS FRANCE R295
BOSCHENDAL 10YO YEAR OLD BRANDY
Deep Amber in colour with complex dried peaches and spice
on the nose. It is full bodied with a Wonderful long, slightly
sweet fruity aftertaste. Rich dried fruit aromas, Orange River
Sultanas, soft dried apricots and oak. Those dried fruit and
apricot aromas repeat themselves boldly on the palate. Soft silky
and complex ﬂavours.

VAN RYN’S 12 YEAR OLD BRANDY
The nose shows chocolate, vanilla, apple and pear. Strong
follow through from the nose onto the palate, with smooth fruity
complexity.Colour: Liquid gold with hints of rich burgundy.
Nose: Aromas of chocolate, vanilla, ripe apple and pear
captivate the senses. Taste: Unmistakably ﬂawless, the follow
through to the palate culminates with unrivalled smooth, fruity,
complex ﬂavours and a refreshing ﬁnish.

HENNESSY VS
Bright and golden in colour, Hennessy VS Single Distillery
reveals pleasant notes of plum, apricot and candied lemon on
the nose. Its rich fruity ﬂavours on the palate and its luscious
mouthfeel make for a great Cognac.

LAFONTAN SELECTION BAS ARMAGNAC
Amber in color, good limpidity, slow dripping legs when
swirling showing the long ageing in barrels. Nose: Fruity and
pleasant, light pepper, coconut and walnuts with a honey and
glazed plum ﬁnish. Taste: A subtle and balanced aromatic
display to the mouth conﬁrming the nose.
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SPECIAL PRIVA COCKTAIL SELECTION
PEAR-BLOSSOM MARTINI
Lanique Russian Rose infused Vodka, Triple Sec, Lemon, Pear Juice

BLOOD AND SAND
Johnnie Walker Black 12YO, Cherry Liqueur, Orange juice and
Sweet Vermouth

ZESTY GOLD RUSH (WORLD CLASS COCKTAIL
COMPETITION FAVOURITE )
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Bulleit Bourbon, Muddled Ginger, Grapefruit Juice and Maple Syrup

FRENCH MARTINI
Ciroc Vodka, Chambord and Pineapple Juice

MARMELADE MARGARITA
Avion Reposado Tequila, Triple Sec, Orange Marmalade and
Grapefruit Juice

MANHATTAN
Bulleit Bourbon, Sweet Vermouth and Bitters

COTTON CANDY
Malibu, Apricot Liqueur, Pineapple Juice and Grenadine

RED LIGHT NEGRONI
Galliano Aperitivo, Bols Genever and Sweet Vermouth

FIREFLY
Ciroc Mango, Malfy Blood Orange Gin, Pink Peppercorn,
Lemon, Juice, Lemonade

AMBER CUP
Inverroche Amber, Limoncello, Pimm’s, Ginger Ale

ESPRESSO MARTINI
Espresso Beans Infused Grappa, Galliano Ristretto, Espresso,
Sugar Syrup

MULLED WINE (AVAILABLE HOT OR COLD)
Red Wine Spiced With Cinnamon, Nutmeg, Orange And
Lemon Zest, Havana Rum

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI
Havana White Rum, Wild Strawberry Liqueur, Strawberry Pulp
And Grenadine

PIÑA COLADA
Ciroc Pineapple, Malibu Rum, Pineapple Juice

APEROL SPRITZ
Aperol Aperitivo, MCC and Soda

PRIVA MOJITO
Beefeater 24 Gin, Mint, Lemon juice and Appletizer
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